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In brief

Herein, Côrte-Real et al. reveal that

sodium directly interferes with

mitochondrial respiration in Tregs on the

level of the electron transport chain (ETC),

leading to a dysfunctional autoimmune-

like phenotype. Even a short-term high-

salt (HS) encounter could perturb long-

term metabolic fitness and function of

Tregs, which may have important

implications for autoimmunity.
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SUMMARY
FOXP3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) are central for peripheral tolerance, and their deregulation is associated
with autoimmunity. Dysfunctional autoimmune Tregs display pro-inflammatory features and altered mito-
chondrial metabolism, but contributing factors remain elusive. High salt (HS) has been identified to alter im-
mune function and to promote autoimmunity. By investigating longitudinal transcriptional changes of human
Tregs, we identified that HS inducesmetabolic reprogramming, recapitulating features of autoimmune Tregs.
Mechanistically, extracellular HS raises intracellular Na+, perturbing mitochondrial respiration by interfering
with the electron transport chain (ETC). Metabolic disturbance by a temporary HS encounter or complex III
blockade rapidly induces a pro-inflammatory signature and FOXP3 downregulation, leading to long-term
dysfunction in vitro and in vivo. The HS-induced effect could be reversed by inhibition of mitochondrial
Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (NCLX). Our results indicate that salt could contribute to metabolic reprogramming
and that short-term HS encounter perturb metabolic fitness and long-term function of human Tregs with
important implications for autoimmunity.
INTRODUCTION

Regulatory FOXP3+ T cells (Tregs) play an essential role for the

maintenance of peripheral tolerance and immune cell homeosta-

sis.1,2 Depending on environment and tissue, they have the abil-

ity to suppress and neutralize responses of the innate and adap-

tive immune system by various mechanisms like secretion of
Cell M
anti-inflammatory cytokines as interleukin (IL)-10 or by cell-cell

contact dependent mechanisms involving co-stimulatory recep-

tors like cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4).

Mutations in the FOXP3 gene lead to fatal autoimmunity, and

dysfunctional Tregs have been linked to autoimmune disorders

such as multiple sclerosis (MS), systemic lupus erythematosus

(SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), or type-1 diabetes (T1D) and
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chronic infections.1–3 Interestingly, Treg dysfunction is

frequently associated with the development of a pro-inflamma-

tory, cytokine-producing phenotype, termed Treg plasticity or

fragility.4–6 In contrast to so-called ‘‘ex-Tregs’’ that lose their

Foxp3 expression in line with epigenetic alterations, fragility in

Tregs is associated with the acquisition of a pro-inflammatory

Th-like phenotype and loss of function, while, at least to a certain

extent, maintaining Foxp3 demethylation and expression.4,5,7–10

High salt (HS; NaCl) content in food, associated with the so-

called ‘‘western-diet,’’ has been established to have detrimental

effects on several pathologies and autoimmune disorders by

shifting the immune cell balance toward a pro-inflammatory

state.11,12 Besides impacting T effector cells (Teff), like T helper

(Th)17 responses,13,14 we and others have shown that HS could

also affect the function of Tregs.15–19 HS has been shown to

dynamically induce a pro-inflammatory Th1-like Treg phenotype

with high expression levels of interferon (IFN)-g and lower levels

of IL-10.15,16 Interestingly, the HS-induced Treg phenotype

closely resembles dysfunctional Tregs frequently noted in pa-

tients with autoimmunity like MS.1,8 These findings indicate

that excess salt intake could contribute to an overall immune

imbalance and therefore potentially represents an environmental

(risk) factor contributing to disease. Despite the above findings,

the exact mode of action on how salt impairs Treg function is still

unknown.

Immunometabolism has gained increased attention over

recent years, and it is now clear that many immune reactions

are governed through changes in cellular metabolism.20,21

T cell subsets highly depend on various metabolic needs de-

pending on environment and activation status.20 Tregs are

believed to closely mimic memory T cells in their metabolic

needs, preferentially depending on oxidative phosphorylation

(OXPHOS) and fatty acid b-oxidation, while Teff instead use aer-

obic glycolysis.20,22–26 Several studies have highlighted the

importance of mitochondrial metabolism for optimal Treg stabil-

ity and function,20,24 and a recent report has demonstrated the

importance of mitochondrial respiration for Treg function.27

The ablation of mitochondrial ETC complex III in murine Tregs,

by knocking-out Uqcrfs1, encoding for Rieske iron-sulfur poly-
300 Cell Metabolism 35, 299–315, February 7, 2023
peptide 1 (RISP), resulted in Treg loss of function and develop-

ment of lethal inflammation. Interestingly, recent studies

observed that Tregs isolated from patients with MS showed

dampening in OXPHOS, with diminished maximal respiration

levels compared to healthy controls,28,29 further displaying a

deregulation of mitochondrial genes,30 indicating defects in

mitochondrial function. However, factors contributing to this

phenotype are unknown, and if and how metabolic alterations

impact the pro-inflammatory signature and function of autoim-

mune Tregs is poorly understood.

Very recently, two studies described the role of Na+ in the

regulation of mitochondrial function in endothelial cells, fibro-

blasts, monocytes, and macrophages.31,32 In endothelial cells

and fibroblasts under hypoxic conditions, Na+ acts as a second

messenger that controls OXPHOS function and redox signaling.

Mechanistically, Na+ effects were mediated through the mito-

chondrial Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (NCLX).31 In monocytes and

macrophages, Na+ entered in the intracellular compartment fol-

lowed by inhibition of the ETC and blunted ATP production.32 In

the present study we thus investigated the effects of HS on im-

munometabolism and its functional consequences for human

Tregs in relation to autoimmunity.

RESULTS

HS-induced signature resembles dysfunctional
autoimmune Tregs
Perturbed function of Tregs is associated with autoimmunity;

however, factors contributing to this phenotype still remain

elusive. Raising the extracellular salt concentration by adding

extra +40mM NaCl to co-cultures of human Tregs and CFSE

(Carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester) labeled Teffs, mimicking

physiologically increased Na+ concentrations found in interstitial

tissues after HS diets11,33,34 or during inflammation,35 signifi-

cantly inhibited the suppressive capacity of human Tregs

in vitro (Figures 1A and S1A). The effect could already be

observed at lower NaCl concentrations starting from +10mM

NaCl, and it was neither due to changes in osmotic pressure,

since addition of mannitol as a tonicity control did not affect
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suppressive function of Tregs, nor by acting directly on Teffs

(data not shown).15 Furthermore, the HS effect on Tregs could

also be observed in more physiological in vitro assays. Salt-

treated Tregs were unable to efficiently suppress allogeneic acti-

vation in mixed lymphocyte reactions (MLR; Figure S1B)36 and

displayed diminished suppressive capacity on Teffs in the pres-

ence of dendritic cells (DCs; Figure S1C)37. In line with previous

reports,15,16 high-sodium conditions induced IFN-g expression

in Tregs (Figure S1D) and a higher proliferation of Tregs in sup-

pression assays (Figure 1B), characteristic for dysfunctional

Tregs observed in autoimmunity and indicative of Tregmetabolic

reprogramming under HS exposure.

In order to better understand salt-induced molecular

changes and to investigate a potential overlap between HS-

treated Tregs and dysfunctional autoimmune Tregs, we per-

formed bulk-RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) of Tregs that were

cultured under HS and control conditions for a period of 72 h

and compared the expression signature to published RNA-

seq datasets of Tregs isolated from patients with different auto-

immune diseases (Figure 1C).30 Gene set enrichment analysis

(GSEA) revealed ‘‘Hallmarks of Interferon gamma response’’

as one of the top upregulated pathways after HS exposure

with 69 enriched genes (NES = 1.63; false discovery rate

[FDR] = 0.007; Figure 1C). In line with this, the expression

pattern of Tregs isolated from five healthy individuals was

strongly indicative of a pro-inflammatory Th1-like phenotype,

with the upregulation of key Th1-associated genes like

CXCR3, TBX21/T-bet, and IFNG and other signature genes

and activation markers upon HS exposure (Figure S1E).

Importantly, GSEA analysis and investigation of Th1-like sig-

natures of Tregs from patients with MS, SLE, and RA30 showed

a similar strong and top enrichment of ‘‘Hallmarks of Interferon

gamma response,’’ with 70 genes being enriched in the MS

cohort (NES = 1.44; FDR = 0.031), 129 genes in the SLE cohort

(NES = 2.62; FDR = 0.000), and 108 genes in the RA cohort

(NES = 1.54; FDR = 0.022), indicating highly overlapping and

common functional features between the autoimmune and HS

datasets (Figure 1C and data not shown). This observation

goes well in line with our results on a higher IFN-g expression af-

ter HS treatment (Figure S1D), as well as with previously studies

on the acquisition of a Th1-like phenotype in Tregs of patients

with MS16 and Tregs exposed to HS environments.15 Thus, our

data show that HS induces a dysfunctional Th1-like phenotype

in Tregs that closely mimics key gene expression signatures

and functional features of Tregs isolated from patients with

autoimmunity.
Figure 1. Salt-induced changes in Treg phenotype and function closel

(A) CD4+ Teffs were labeled with CFSE and co-cultured with Tregs (1:1 ratio) und

after 4 to 5 days of incubation. Representative Teff proliferation shown in histogr

normalizing to CTRL group (black) (right, n = 12 from six independent experimen

(B) Treg proliferation was assessed by CTV-dilution after 4 to 5 days of incubation

FACS-plots (left) and quantification of proliferation (right) are shown (n = 12 from

(C) Enrichment plots (GSEA) of IFN-g response of bulk RNA-seq from Tregs activat

left) and of isolated Tregs from peripheral blood of healthy individuals (n = 14) an

bottom right). The RNA-seq data from healthy individual- and patient-derived Tre

GAS0000100447030) and reanalyzed accordingly.

For (A and B) data are depicted asmean ± SEM. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Normal dis

of 0.05. Significance was calculated by paired two-tailed t test for normal distrib
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Salt-induced Treg dysfunction is associated with severe
changes in immunometabolism
Since we observed highly overlapping signatures between 72-h

HS-exposed Tregs and Tregs isolated frompatients with autoim-

munity30 and both showed indications for immunometabolic re-

modeling, we hypothesized that salt effects cellular immunome-

tabolism of Tregs, particularly at early stages. Thus, in order to

investigate the functional consequences of HS on Tregs in

more detail, we analyzed changes in gene expression under

HS exposure over time. Human Tregs were activated in vitro

for 6 h and compared to those activated for 72 h in the presence

or absence of HS, and gene expression was analyzed by bulk

RNA-seq in comparison to ex vivo isolated Tregs without prior

activation (Figure 2A). Of note, the impact of HS on gene expres-

sion was much more pronounced at 6 h post activation as

compared to 72 h, indicating that HS induces particularly pro-

found changes in gene expression of Tregs at early stages of

activation (Figure 2A).When analyzing the 6-h time point in detail,

we identified 1,250 upregulated and 1,380 downregulated genes

(FDR < 0.05) under HS exposure (Figure 2A). Among the highest

regulated genes under HSwere candidates belonging to the cat-

enin pathway (CTNN1, DACT3, and TCF7), previously shown to

be critically affected by HS16 as well as key effector molecules

for Tregs such as IL10 (Figure 2B). Meanwhile, further in agree-

ment with previous reports, the expression of IFNG was not

majorly affected at 6 h and only developed in line with the

HS-induced dynamic induction of a Th1-like Treg signature at

later time points, resulting in an increased IFNG/IL10 ratio

(Figures S1F and S1G).15,16 Interestingly, the early expression

analysis of HS-treated Tregs also indicated severe changes in

cellular metabolism. Further, among the highest regulated genes

we found genes associated with mitochondrial function (OMA1,

ETFB, and BCAT2; Figure 2B). To investigate the consequences

of HS at 6 h post activation in more detail, we applied single-cell

RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) on Tregs (Figure S2A) treated under HS or

control conditions. The tSNE projections were performed on

4,785 cells, and 10 clusters were identified (Figure 2C). HS-

treated Tregs were highly differentially represented within the

clusters. While in clusters 0 and 3 there was an overrepresenta-

tion of HS-treated Tregs, clusters 1, 2, and 4 depicted an under-

representation of these cells (Figures 2C and S2B).

In order to explore the metabolic features of HS-treated Tregs,

we used the Compass algorithm,38 which utilizes flux-balance

analysis to infer metabolic states of cells based on scRNA-seq.

Compass analysis indicated shifts in several metabolic path-

ways, pointing toward a severely altered metabolic state of

HS-exposed human Tregs (Figure 2D). Importantly, the analysis
y mimic human autoimmune Tregs

er control (CTRL) or HS media (+40mM NaCl). Teff proliferation was measured

ams (left) and percentage of proliferation of HS group (red) were calculated by

ts).

in suppression assays under CTRL or +40mMNaCl conditions. Representative

five independent experiments).

ed under HS (+40mMNaCl n = 5) or control conditions (CTRL n = 5) for 72 h (top

d subjects with MS (n = 10, top right), SLE (n = 8, bottom left), and RA (n = 9,

gs were downloaded from the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA:E-

tributionwas calculated by Shapiro-Wilk normality test with a significance level

uted data.
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Figure 2. High salt (HS) induces discrete changes in gene expression in human Tregs indicative for metabolic reprogramming

(A) Heatmap showing changes in gene expression of unstimulated Tregs (0 h) and Tregs after 6- and 72-h activation under CTRL or +40mMNaCl conditions. Each

column contains the average measurements for differential gene expression by RNA-seq for two to five biological replicates.

(B) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in HS vs. control (CTRL) activated Tregs for 6 h.

(C–F) scRNA-seq analysis of Tregs incubated under CTRL conditions or +40mMNaCl for 6 h (C) T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) plot showing

clustering of 4,785 cells based on gene expression divided into 10 different clusters. Individual points correspond to single cells colored according to clusters (left)

(legend continued on next page)
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revealed downregulation of key nodes for pyruvate metabolism

and tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle after HS exposure, whereas

the urea cycle was detected as being upregulated (Figure 2D).

Within the TCA cycle, several reactions and enzymes were found

to be affected, such as succinate dehydrogenase (SDH), malate

dehydrogenase, and isocitrate dehydrogenase (Figure 2E). SDH

drives the enzymatic conversion of succinate to fumarate, play-

ing a pivotal role in OXPHOS as the electron acceptor complex II.

Inhibition of this enzyme leads to the accumulation of succinate,

diminishing electron passage through the ETC, resulting in a

downregulation of OXPHOS capacity.39 Furthermore, accumula-

tion of succinate and downregulation of SDH was shown to

impair T cell activation and production of anti-inflammatory

cytokines.39

In order to investigate potential changes on the metabolite

levels, we applied liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry

(LC-MS) of Tregs that had been cultured under control or HS

conditions (Figure S2C). Our data revealed an upregulation of

succinate under HS conditions, corroborating with the detected

downregulation of SDH through Compass analysis (Figure 2E).

Moreover, an accumulation of fumarate was observed, which

can potentially be linked to the observed upregulation of the

urea cycle (Figure 2D). Furthermore, we also detected an upre-

gulation of malate alongside a downregulation of NADH and

NADPH (Figure S2C). These results go well in line with the Com-

pass predictions, where a downregulation of malate dehydroge-

nase inhibits the conversion of malate to oxaloacetate resulting

in higher levels of malate and a diminished production of

NADH. In line with the above findings, GSEA analysis on the

scRNA-seq data showed ‘‘Hallmark of OXPHOS’’ as the most

downregulated pathway, with 149 genes affected (NES = 2.4;

FDR = 0.001) after HS exposure for 6 h (Figure 2F). This was

further independently corroborated by IPA analysis, identifying

OXPHOS as being the top downregulated pathway after HS

exposure (data not shown). In summary, our data demonstrate

that salt exposure induces massive shifts in gene expression

particularly at early time points, indicative for a severe deregula-

tion in Treg immunometabolism.

HS inhibits oxidative phosphorylation of Tregs
Since the RNA-seq and scRNA-seq data pointed toward a

disturbed mitochondrial metabolism of HS-treated Tregs, we

investigated their respiratory capacity by assessing oxygen con-

sumption rate (OCR). Seahorse profile at 72 and 24 h post acti-

vation revealed that Treg maximal respiration was significantly

reduced after salt exposure (Figures 3A, 3B, S2D, and S2E),

which was not due to alterations in cell viability (Figure S2F).

To independently confirm the data, we analyzed ATP production

of human Tregs directly. In line with the previous results, HS

Tregs showed a dramatic reduction of ATP production, even to

a similar extent as compared to oligomycin exposure, a potent

inhibitor of mitochondrial complex V of the ETC at 6 h post acti-

vation (Figure 3C). To examinewhether changes inmitochondrial
and conditions (right). (D) Compass-based exploration of metabolic heterogeneit

activated for a period of 6 h in the absence (CTRL) or presence (+40mM NaCl) o

between +40mM NaCl vs. control-treated cells. Each dot represents a single bio

Tregs activated under +40mM NaCl or control conditions (CTRL) for 6 h.
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mass could account for the observed effects, we analyzed

mitochondria of Tregs by FACS using Mitotracker. No changes

were observed between HS and control conditions, indicating

that the effects were not due to changes in mitochondrial mass

(Figure S2G). In line with these findings, analysis of HS and

control activated human Tregs by transmission electron micro-

scopy (tEM) did not reveal any major morphological changes

(Figures 3D and S2H).

We next tested if HS led to changes in mitochondrial mem-

brane potential (Jm) by tetramethylrhodamine ethyl ester

(TMRE) staining. As controls we used carbonyl cyanide p-(tri-

fluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone (FCCP), a potent uncoupler of

Jm, and antimycin A (AA), a specific inhibitor of complex III.

Of note, HS led to a collapse of the mitochondrial membrane po-

tential and significantly reduced TMRE signal even to a compa-

rable extent as AA at 6 h post activation (Figure 3E). Furthermore,

we observed increases in mitochondrial reactive oxygen species

after HS exposure in human Tregs (Figure S2I). Based on the

above results, we thus hypothesized that salt may interfere

with cellular metabolism by disturbance of mitochondrial respi-

ration at the level of the ETC.

To investigate the effect of HS on mitochondrial respiration in

more detail, we analyzed the transcriptional profile of activated

human Tregs after 6 h under inhibition of complex III by AA. Inter-

estingly, RNA-seq analysis revealed a highly overlapping gene

expression signature of top significant genes upon HS and AA

treatment (FDR < 0.05; Figure 3F), indicating the activation of a

similar expression program. Previous data showed that the dele-

tion of RISP induced a distinct gene expression pattern that was

mimicked closest by treatment of murine Tregs by AA.27 Strik-

ingly, by comparing our RNA-seq data from human Tregs (HS

vs. CTRL andAA vs. CTRL) with the publishedmurine expression

data on AA treatment and chimeric RISP knockout (KO; AA vs.

CTRL in murine Tregs and RISP KO vs. wild-type [WT] murine

Tregs),27 we found highly overlapping gene signatures with the

OXPHOS pathway being the top hit (Z score % �6; Figure 3G).

In summary, our results demonstrate that HS severely disturbs

Treg mitochondrial respiration. The similarities of datasets be-

tween HS treatment and interfering with ETC complex III indicate

that sodium affects Treg mitochondrial metabolism on a

similar level.

Perturbation of mitochondrial metabolism severely
alters the function of human Tregs
To dissect the mechanistic consequences of HS-perturbed

mitochondrial function of Tregs, we analyzed the expression

data for functional changes on Tregs treated under HS or AA.

Intriguingly, the scRNA-seq data at 6 h post activation identified

the transcription factor FOXP3 as one of the most downregu-

lated genes after HS exposure (Figure 4A). Downregulation of

FOXP3 expression after HS exposure for 6 h was independently

confirmed by real-time qPCR (Figure 4B) and by FACS at the

protein level, measured after 24 h of activation under similar
y within Tregs. Compass results of the modeled metabolic landscape in Tregs

f HS media. (E) Compass-score differential activity test of TCA cycle pathway

chemical reaction. (F) Enrichment plot (GSEA) of OXPHOS of scRNA-seq from
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Figure 3. High salt (HS) inhibits mitochondrial respiration in human Tregs

(A and B) OCR of Tregs activated under control (black) or +40mM NaCl conditions (red) for a period of 72 h. Overlay of OCR tracer (A) and maximal OCR (B) of

control and +40mM NaCl cultured Tregs after 72 h of activation (n = 10 from seven independent experiments).

(C) Relative ATP content of 6-h activated Tregs under control (CTRL) or +40mM NaCl conditions (n = 7 from three independent experiments). Oligomycin

treatment was used as positive control (n = 5 from two independent experiments).

(D) Representative electron micrographs of activated Tregs in CTRL or +40mM NaCl for 6 h (scale bar, 2mm).

(E) Relative TMRE MFI in Tregs activated for a period of 6 h under CTRL or +40mM NaCl conditions and in the presence of AA or FCCP (n = 8 from four inde-

pendent experiments).

(legend continued on next page)
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conditions (Figure 4C). In line with this, the incubation of T cells

with AA also led to a significant reduction of FOXP3 expression

(Figure S3A). Since FOXP3 is essential for Treg stability and func-

tion,1–3,14 its intriguing to speculate that the rapid downregula-

tion of FOXP3 expression after HS exposure could account for

the observed loss of function in Tregs. In light of these findings,

it is of interest that recent data revealed a direct link between

FOXP3 expression and OXPHOS.40 In line with the downregula-

tion of FOXP3, the expression pattern of other essential Treg

genes resembles that of non-functional Tregs (Figure 4D).8

Downregulation of IL10 and CTLA4 as well as the upregulation

of SATB1 indicated a strong pro-inflammatory bias of HS or

AA on Tregs and were independently confirmed by qRT-PCR

and protein expression analysis for CTLA4 and IL-10 by FACS

(Figures 4E, 4F, S3B and S3C). Further, STAT5 phosphorylation,

indicative for IL-2 responsiveness, was significantly hampered

under HS and AA conditions (Figures 4G and S3D).

To investigate if the inhibition of complex III abrogates sup-

pressive function of human Tregs as compared to HS treatment

(Figure 1A), we analyzed the effects of AA in in vitro suppression

assays. To exclude any direct impact on Teffs, Tregs were pre-

activated for 72 h in the presence of AA or HS and subsequently

tested for their suppressive function under standard conditions

(Figure 4H). Importantly, similar to HS pre-activation, the inhibi-

tion of complex III by AA significantly abrogated Treg function,

indicating that the interference by either pharmacological inhibi-

tion or salt-mediated perturbation of mitochondrial function

leads to equal functional consequences in vitro (Figure 4H). To

further confirm these results, we applied CRISPR-Cas-mediated

KO of the RISP gene in human Tregs (Figure S3E).41 To analyze if

the ablation of UQCRFS1 in Tregs induces a similar phenotype

as the pharmacological inhibition of complex III or HS exposure,

RISP-KO Tregswere tested in in vitro suppression assays. As ex-

pected, based on our IPA comparison analysis (Figure 3G) and

previous findings in mice,27 the deletion of the RISP gene in hu-

man cells resulted in lack of suppression in vitro, closely resem-

bling the dysfunctional phenotype of HS- and AA-treated Tregs

(Figure 4I). In line with the above results, RISP-KO Tregs further

displayed an increased IFNG/IL10 ratio (Figure S3F).

Salt-induced inhibition of mitochondrial function
disrupts Treg fitness and function in vivo

To investigate if high sodium intake may affect the phenotype of

human Tregs in vivo, we analyzed Tregs in respect to individual

salt intake of healthy volunteers (Figures 5A–5C). Daily salt con-

sumption of participants was calculated based on a dietary

questionnaire covering individual food habits as described

before,42 and volunteers were grouped into ‘‘low salt’’ (LS) and

HS based on a cutoff of 7g/day NaCl intake (Figure 5A). Strik-

ingly, the analysis of Tregs revealed a significant reduction of
(F) Heatmap from RNA-seq profiles of Tregs activated under CTRL or +40mM Na

represents a single sample, datasets for CTRL and HS conditions were adapted

(G) Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) predictions on comparison analysis of 6-h ac

conditions and on publicly available transcriptomic data of murine Tregs (CTRL) v

chimeric KO Tregs (WT vs. RISP KO, murine).27

For (A–C and E) data are depicted asmean ± SEM *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.00

test with a significance level of 0.05. Significance was calculated by paired two-ta

test (C), or by Friedman test with Benjamini-Hochberg FDR-correction (E).
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IL-10 expression in Tregs from the HS group in comparison to

the LS group (Figures 5B and S4A), and the percentage of IL-

10 expression in Tregs negatively correlated with salt intake in

a significant manner (Figure 5C). However, we only observed

tendencies for decreases in FOXP3 and increases in IFN-g

expression in the HS group (data not shown).

Previous reports have shown that HS inhibits the function of

murine thymic-derived Tregs,15,19 and murine in vitro suppres-

sion assays under HS conditions independently confirmed these

findings (Figure S4B). In order to directly dissect the impact of HS

on murine Treg fitness and function, we performed an adoptive

transfer experiment of murine Tregs to contain experimental

autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE). In this model the adoptive

transfer of Tregs was shown to significantly ameliorate EAE, pre-

sumably in dependence of Treg-derived IL-10 production.43,44

EAE was induced and Tregs were isolated from naive donor

mice and pre-incubated in either control or HS conditions and in-

jected into recipient mice after 6 days of EAE induction (Fig-

ure 5D). Of note, animals receiving salt pre-treated Tregs failed

to contain the development of EAE, resulting in significantly

higher disease scores (Figure 5E).

To investigate if the short-term disturbance of mitochondrial

function of human Tregs by HS or AA would similarly have

long-term consequences in vivo, we used the model of xenoge-

neic graft vs. host disease (xGvHD) in immunodeficient

mice.15,36,45 We pre-incubated human Tregs (Figures S4C and

S4D) under HS, AA, or control conditions for 6 h before co-injec-

tion with CD25-depleted PBMCs into NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid

Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice to monitor their in vivo potential to

contain xGvHD compared to controls (Figure 5F). Injected

effector cells and Tregs of all four groups engrafted equally

well as verified by FACS (Figures S5A and S5B). Weights of the

mice together with survival rates were monitored, and weight

loss in controls occurred around day 25 (Figure S5C). Impor-

tantly, only mice receiving CD25-depleted PBMC together with

untreated control Tregs were significantly able to prevent severe

xGvHD. HS or AA pre-treated Tregs were unable to restrain dis-

ease in CD25� PBMC receiving animals (Figure 5G). Further,

analysis of splenocytes showed that only animals receiving func-

tional Tregs displayed a lower percentage of human CD8+

T cells, known as major drivers of xGvHD (data not shown).46,47

In summary, our data demonstrate that even the short-term HS

perturbation of mitochondrial respiration could lead to long-

term disruption of human and murine Treg function in vivo.

Salt-induced mitochondrial dysfunction depends on
mitochondrial NCLX
Recent reports have shown that extracellular HS conditions lead

to subtle increases of intracellular Na+ in macrophages.48,49 To

examine if this phenomenon is also observed in adaptive immune
Cl conditions or in the presence of AA for 6 h (adjusted p < 0.05). Each column

from Figure 2A.

tivated human Tregs under CTRL vs. +40mMNaCl conditions and CTRL vs. AA

s. AA treated Tregs (AA) (CTRL vs. AA, murine) and RISP chimeric WT vs. RISP

1, ****p < 0.0001. Normal distribution was calculated by Shapiro-Wilk normality

iled t test for normal distributed data (B), by Holm Sidak’s multiple comparison
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Figure 4. Salt-mediated disruption of mitochondrial respiration perturbs human Treg function

(A–C) FOXP3 expression after HS exposure on Tregs activated under CTRL or +40mM NaCl conditions.

(A) Volcano plot of DEGs obtained from analysis of the scRNA-seq data of 6-h activated Tregs under control and +40mM NaCl conditions.

(legend continued on next page)
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cells, we tested if the incubation under HS conditions leads to in-

creasesof the intercellularNa+content inCD4+Tcells (Figure6A).

Indeed, extracellular HS conditions raised intracellular Na+ levels

to a similar rangeasobserved inmacrophages,32,48,49 and this ef-

fect was already observed at lowerHS conditions (+10mMNaCl),

although to a lesser extent (Figure S6A). In order to directly

examine the impact of HS conditions on the ETC,we analyzed ef-

fects of increasedNa+on theactivity of complex II andcomplex III

(Figures 6Band6C).We tested complex II activity in the presence

of +4mM NaCl, reportedly in the physiological range of the

cytosol under HS conditions.48,49 Complex II function was dimin-

ished by almost 50% in a cell- and mitochondrion-free assay,

indicating that increased intracellular Na+ could directly affect

late complex II activity of humanTregs (Figure 6B).Wenext inves-

tigated the combined complex II/III function in intact purified

mitochondria upon increased NaCl concentrations. NaCl dose-

dependently inhibited complex II/III activity to a similar extent

as AA (Figure 6C). Thus, our data indicate that HS induces a

disturbance of mitochondrial respiration in Tregs at the level of

complex II/III of the ETC.

A recent study has demonstrated that Na+ influx into mito-

chondria under hypoxic conditions is regulated by themitochon-

drial Na+/Ca2+ exchanger NCLX, interfering with OXPHOS func-

tion,31 mirroring our previously observed effects of Tregs under

HS. Considering HS-induced increases in intracellular Na+ and

direct effects on complex II/III activity, we tested the effects of

a specific inhibitor of NCLX (CGP-37157; CGP) on complex

II/III activity. CGP significantly reversed salt-induced decrease

of complex II/III activity, indicating that mitochondrial influx of

Na+ mediates the HS-induced effect on the ETC (Figure 6D).

To examine, if this effect is also directly observed in Tregs, we

analyzed the impact of NCLX inhibition under HS conditions in

suppression assays. Human Tregs were pre-activated under

HS conditions in the presence or absence of CGP and were

tested for their function. Notably, pharmacological inhibition

of NCLX in Tregs under HS environments led to a significant re-

covery of suppression (Figure 6E). Furthermore, in line with

increases of FOXP3, Treg incubation with CGP was able to

significantly reduce the IFNG/IL10 ratio (Figures 6F and S6B),

indicating that CGP inhibits the Th1-like pro-inflammatory

phenotype conferred by HS treatment. CGP further partially

restored HS-perturbed Treg function in vivo. The inhibition of
(B) Relative gene expression of FOXP3 in Tregs activated for 6 h under CTRL or +

experiments).

(C) FACS analysis of FOXP3 expression in isolated Tregs, activated for 24 h unde

levels normalized to the control group are depicted (n = 5 independent donors).

(D–G) Cells were activated under control, HS conditions, or in the presence of A

activated Tregs at 6 h. Each column contains the average measurements for diff

Relative gene expression of IL10 andCTLA4 in Tregs activated for 6 h under contr

four to five independent experiments). (F) FACS analysis of IL-10 and CTLA4 expr

or +40mM NaCl. A representative FACS plot (left) alongside a dotplot (right) show

donors). (G) pSTAT5 assessed in Tregs activated for a period of 4 h under contro

alongside a representative histogram plot (n = 5–8 from two to three independen

(H) Tregs were pre-incubated under control, HS-conditions, or in the presence of

proliferation was assessed after 4 days (n = 6 from four independent experiment

(I) Human RISP KO and Mock CTRL Tregs were co-cultured with CFSE-labeled

For (B, C, and E–I) data are depicted as mean ± SEM *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p

normality test with a significance level of 0.05. Significance was calculated by p

t test (F), by Friedman test with Benjamini-Hochberg FDR-correct (E), or by one-
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NCLX in Tregs led to increased potency to contain EAE and

xGvHD (Figures S6C andS6D). Thus,mechanistically, mitochon-

drial Na+ influx induced by extracellular HS conditions and its

direct effects on the ETC in Tregs through NCLX seem to be

key for the observed immunometabolic disturbance and

dysfunction of HS-treated human Tregs, closely mirroring auto-

immune Tregs (Figure 6G).

DISCUSSION

Here we have demonstrated for the first time that HS severely af-

fects cellular metabolism and suppressive function of Tregs. We

observed that HS leads to a pro-inflammatory Th1-like profile,

which closely overlaps with the transcriptomic features of Tregs

isolated from patients with autoimmune disorders. Our data

demonstrate that raised physiological HS conditions, similar to

Na+ concentrations that can be reached inside inflamed tissues

in vivo, perturb the function of Tregs by metabolic reprogram-

ming through the interference with mitochondrial respiration.

Mechanistically, Na+ is taken up to the intracellular compart-

ment and subsequently via NCLX to the mitochondria, where it

directly blocks mitochondrial respiration on the level of complex

II/III of the ETC, leading to significantly decreased OCR and

mitochondrial membrane potential and consequently to lower

ATP levels. This energy obstruction based on HS-induced mito-

chondrial dysfunction seems to be the initial step for how so-

dium alters Treg function and leads to a swift downregulation

of FOXP3 and massive changes in gene expression, in line

with significant phenotypic and functional alterations, closely

mimicking dysfunctional Tregs in autoimmunity.8,15,16 A similar

phenotype can be induced by pharmacological blockade or

interference with complex III by AA, and our data demonstrate

that the HS-induced effect on Treg dysfunction could be

reversed by inhibition of mitochondrial Na+ influx through block-

ing of NCLX.

Importantly, our data provide evidence that even the short-

term disruption of mitochondrial function can have long-lasting

consequences for the fitness and suppressive capacity of hu-

man and murine Tregs. Similar processes may occur in humans

in vivo, linking dietary salt intake to immune function and defining

it as a potential risk factor contributing to disease. By now,

already a few studies reported that even moderate changes in
40mM NaCl conditions assessed by qRT-PCR (n = 5 from three independent

r control or HS-conditions. FACS plots (left) and a dotplot (right) showing MFI

A. (D) Heatmap showing differential expression in a selected set of genes of

erential gene expression by RNA-seq for three to five biological replicates. (E)

ol, HS conditions, or in the presence of AA assessed by qRT-PCR (n = 7–9 from

ession in the FOXP3+ Tregs of total CD4+ T cells, activated for 24 h under CTRL

ing percentage normalized to the control group is depicted (n = 4 independent

l, HS-conditions, or in the presence of AA by FACS. Dotplot depicts MFI levels

t experiments).

AA for 72 h and then co-cultured with CFSE labeled Teffs at a 1 to 1 ratio. Teff

s).

total PBMCs at a 1 to 3 ratio (n = 3 from 2 independent experiments).

< 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. Normal distribution was calculated by Shapiro-Wilk

aired two-tailed t test for normal distributed data (B, C, H, and I), one-tailed

way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test (G).
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Figure 5. Impact of salt on Treg fitness and function in vivo

(A–C) Salt intake and its impact on Tregs in healthy human subjects. (A) Healthy individuals were separated into two groups based on their daily salt intake (LS =

low salt, [<7g NaCl/day]; HS = high salt [>7g NaCl/day]). (B) Analysis of IL-10 expression in FOXP3+ Tregs of PBMCs isolated from participants. A representative

FACS plot (left) and quantification (right) of IL-10+ cells is depicted (n = 8/HS and n = 10/LS independent donors). (C) The Spearman Correlation scatterplot

showing the association between percentage of IL-10+FOXP3+ Tregs and daily salt intake (g) in healthy volunteers (n = 18). The black line corresponds to the

regression line (correlation R = �0.67; p = 0.0023).

(D and E) Impact of salt on Treg fitness and function to contain EAE by adoptive transfer. (D) EAE was induced in recipient mice and CD4+CD25+ Tregs of naive

donor mice were pre-incubated in the presence of +40mMNaCl or control conditions for 24 h prior to being adoptively transferred into recipient mice 6 days after

EAE induction. (E) Mice were kept for a period of 15 days post induction and monitored daily for the development of EAE symptoms (n = 4–5 per group from two

independent experiments).

(F and G) Impact of salt on human Treg fitness and function to contain xGvHD. (F) Schematic experimental set-up for xGvHD. Human CD25+ Tregs were activated

in control media, media supplemented with AA or media supplemented with +40mM NaCl for 6 h. Pre-incubated Tregs were mixed with autologous CD25�

PBMCs and injected into NSG mice (PBMC alone [blue]; PBMC and Treg CTRL [black]; PBMC and Treg NaCl [red]; and PBMC and Treg AA [orange] n = 5–6/

group). Mice were monitored for a period of 60 days for development of xGvHD.

(legend continued on next page)
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salt intake could impact human immunophenotypes.11 Our data,

although only on a limited number of individuals, show a signifi-

cant negative correlation of IL-10 expression in FOXP3+ Tregs in

relation to higher salt intake in healthy subjects. However, these

findings need to be validated in larger follow-up studies.

Our data go well in line with recent studies that indicated that

Tregs of people withMSdisplay a disturbedmetabolic phenotype

and defects inmitochondrial respiration28,29 and that autoimmune

Tregs show a signature of mitochondrial dysfunction.30 It is thus

tempting to speculate that perturbed mitochondrial function eli-

cited by HS encounter, copying hallmarks of dysfunctional Tregs

in autoimmunity, further provides a piece of evidence linking envi-

ronmental factors and shifts in the ionic microenvironment to the

observed deregulation of the immune cell balance.3

Tregs not only play a role in autoimmunity but have also been

shown to be important mediators to contain chronic inflamma-

tion in cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) such as atheroscle-

rosis,50 hypertensive target organ damage,51 and myocardial

infarction.52 Interestingly, reduced Treg numbers and a dysfunc-

tional Treg phenotype have also been reported in CVD and were

associated with progression of disease.53–56 Since Tregs in CVD

also displayed a pro-inflammatory Th1-like phenotype,57,58 it

would be of interest to investigate if excess sodium may further

contribute to chronic inflammation and CVD by disabling Tregs.

In this respect, it is notable that HS-perturbed Tregs seem to

rather resemble ‘‘fragile’’ Tregs than ‘‘ex-Tregs.’’While exhibiting

decreases in FOXP3, HS-perturbed Tregs still largely maintained

demethylation of the FOXP3 locus and showed a Th-like pheno-

type and further expression of characteristic markers for Treg

fragility (data not shown). Although this becomes a detrimental

scenario in autoimmunity or CVD, it can be beneficial in cancer,

promotingmore efficient anti-tumor immunity,4,5,7 indicating that

the mechanistic insights on how HS acts on Tregs may of further

interest in the field of cancer.

It is tempting to speculate that the discovery of the metabolic

effect of salt on Tregs also applies for other salt-sensitive im-

mune cell types like Th17 cells13,14 or myeloid cells59,60 and

therefore may have a general impact on regulating immune reac-

tions in response to changes in the ionic microenvironment.

Earlier studies in the murine system have already indicated that

HS affects cellular metabolism of macrophages.61,62 Further,

Hernansanz-Augustin and colleagues demonstrated that hypox-

ia activates NCLX, resulting in an accumulation of cytosolic Ca2+

and subsequent Na+ accumulation in mitochondria,31 which re-

sulted in lower membrane fluidity and diminished complex II/III

activity, ultimately leading to a burst of superoxide and reduced

ATP production. These findings gowell in line with our data in hu-

man Tregs, where increases in Na+ seem to directly interfere with

late complex II and complex III activity, leading to the described

phenotypic and functional consequences for human Tregs even

in the absence of hypoxic conditions, suggesting a common

cell type-independent mechanism for how Na+ could affect

OXPHOS. Since the inhibition of NCLX reversed the salt-induced

Treg dysfunction, our findings indicate that this mechanism may
(G) Survival rates of xGvHD experiment over time.

For (A, B, and E) data are depicted as mean ± SEM *p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001. Norm

level of 0.05. Significance was calculated by unpaired two-tailed t test for normal

development (E), or by curve comparison analysis using Mantel-Cox and Gehan
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represent a potential target to restore Treg function under condi-

tions of altered ionic microenvironments or hypoxia. However,

since CGP as an inhibitor of NCLX63 showed limited specificity

by also effecting the plasma membrane Na+/Ca2+ antiporter

SLC8A1,64,65 further research is needed to overcome these

issues in the future. Although CGPwas successfully used to pre-

vent heart failure and sudden cardiac death,66 tamoxifen-

induced cardiomyocyte-specific deletion of Slc8b1 in adult

mouse hearts resulted in fatal outcomes.67 These reports indi-

cate the complexity of potentially targeting NCLX in vivo. How-

ever, several attempts have already been made to optimize

CGP specificity and pharmacokinetic profile by the generation

of new analogs, which might be superior for potential future ther-

apeutic usage.68,69 Moreover, novel targeted approaches and

strategies may further allow cell type and mitochondria-specific

applications in the future.70

In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time that HS

perturbs mitochondrial function of human Tregs by inhibition of

mitochondrial respiration on the level of ETC complex II/III. The

critical disturbance of energy production induces metabolic re-

programming in Tregs and goes in line with severe changes in

gene expression and functional alterations. The HS effect could

be mimicked by pharmacological inhibition or genetic disruption

of mitochondrial complex III, leading to a similar phenotype

observed in dysfunctional Tregs of patients with autoimmunity,

and our data indicate that salt-intake could impact functional

features of human Tregs. Since even the short-term engagement

in HS environments could lead to long-term loss of function of

Tregs, our findings may have important implications for autoim-

munity. The interference with this pathway by targeting mito-

chondrial NCLXmay offer novel treatment options for salt-sensi-

tive diseases but warrants further investigation.

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

We acknowledge some limitations within our study. Since the

majority of experiments were conducted with human specimens,

we appreciate its intraindividual variability, and genome editing

in human Tregs did not reach complete KO. Due to a limited

number of participants in the salt-intake study, our findings

should be further followed up in larger, randomized placebo-

controlled studies. Moreover, we cannot fully exclude putative

off-target effects of the NCLX inhibitor used. Since the exact

physiological mechanism of how sodium distributes inside tis-

sues and exerts its function on immune cells is still not well un-

derstood,11,71,72 it would be interesting to investigate this in

more detail with respect to Treg function.
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Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper

and include the following:
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al distribution was calculated by Shapiro-Wilk normality test with a significance

distributed data (A and B), by Mann-Whitney test for separate days during EAE

-Breslow-Wilcoxon tests (G).
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Figure 6. Salt-induced blockade of mitochondrial function depends on NCLX

(A) Intracellular sodium content was calculated in murine CD4+ T cells after HS exposure for a period of 30 min (n = 16 from three independent experiments).

(B) Relative ETC complex II activity under control conditions (CTRL) or in the presence of additional NaCl (+4mM) (n = 3).

(C) Relative complex II + III activity under increasing concentrations of additional NaCl (+0.0625mM to +64mM) or AA (+0.3438nM to +352nM).

(D) Relative complex II + III activity was a measured under HS conditions in the presence or absence of NCLX-inhibitor CGP-37157 (CGP).

(E) Tregs were pre-incubated under HS conditions (+40mMNaCl) in the presence or absence of CGP for 24 h and later co-culturedwith CFSE labeled PBMCs at a

1 to 1 ratio. CD4+ Teff proliferation was assessed after 4 days. A FACS plot (left) alongside the percentage proliferation normalized to the HS group is depicted

(n = 5 from three independent experiments).

(legend continued on next page)
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Alexa 647 CCR6 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 560466; RRID:AB_1645402

APC IL10 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 554707; RRID:AB_398582

APC CD4 anti-mouse Biolegend Cat# 100516; RRID:AB_312719

APC-Cy7 CD4 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 557871; RRID:AB_396913

AF488 HELIOS anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 563950; RRID:AB_2738505

AF700 FOXP3 anti-human eBioscience Cat# 56-4776-41; RRID:AB_1582210

BV605 CD8 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 740411; RRID:AB_2740141

BV605 TIGIT anti-human Biolegend Cat# 372712; RRID:AB_2632927

BV650 CD45 anti-mouse BD Biosciences Cat# 563410; RRID:AB_2738189

BV786 CD39 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 742523; RRID:AB_2740841

CD3 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 555329; RRID:AB_395736

CD28 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 302933; RRID:AB_11150591

eF450 Proliferation dye eBioscience Cat# 65-0842-90

eF506 CD3 anti-human Invitrogen by ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 69-0038-42, RRID:AB_2637489

eF780 Viability dye eBioscience Cat# 65-0865-18

FITC HLA-DR anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 347363; RRID:AB_400291

Pacific blue CD3 anti-human Biolegend Cat# 317314; RRID:AB_571909

Pacific blue pSTAT5 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 560311; RRID:AB_1645497

PE CD44 anti-mouse Biolegend Cat# 103008; RRID:AB_312959

PE CTLA4 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 555853; RRID:AB_396176

PE FOXP3 anti-human Biolegend Cat# 320008; RRID:AB_492980

PE IL10 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 559330; RRID:AB_397227

PeCy7 CD25 anti-human BD Biosciences Cat# 557741; RRID:AB_396847

PeCy7 IFN-g anti-human eBioscience Cat# 25-7319-82; RRID:AB_469682

PercP-Cy5.5 CD127 anti-human Biolegend Cat# 351322; RRID:AB_10897104

Biological samples

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells In-house N/A

Buffy coats Belgium Red Cross N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Antimycin A Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A8674

BD Cytofix� Fixation Buffer BD Biosciences Cat# 554655

BD FACSClean BD Biosciences Cat# 340345

BD FACSFlow BD Biosciences Cat# 342003

BD FACSRinse BD Biosciences Cat# 340346

Beta-mercaptoethanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat# M3148

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A2153

Carbonyl cyanide 4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone

(FCCP)

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C2920

Carboxy-DCFDA (5-(and-6)-Carboxy-20,70-Dichlorofluorescein
Diacetate)

ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# C369

Cas9 Aldevron Cat# 9212

CellTrace� CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit, for flow cytometry ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# C34554

CellTrace� Violet Cell Proliferation Kit, for flow cytometry ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# C34557

CGP-37157 EMD Millipore Cat# 220005
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Complete Freunds Adjuvant (CFA) BD Cat# 210485

DMEM without glucose, L-glutamine, phenol red, sodium

pyruvate and sodium bicarbonate, powder

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D5030

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D2650

eBioscience� Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set Invitrogen by ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 00-5523-00

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 15575020

Fetal bovine serum Biowest Cat# S1400

Ficoll Paque PLUS Sigma-Aldrich Cat# GE17-1440-02

Glucose (D(+) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# G8270

Glutamax 100x ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 35050061

GM-CSF, human Peprotech Cat# 300-03

IL-2, human Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 11147528001

IL-4, human Immunotools Cat# 11340045

MitoTracker Green FM ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# M7514

MOG 35-55 Charité, Berlin N/A

Oligomycin A Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 75351

P3 Primary cell 4D Nucleofector� X kit S LONZA Cat# V4XP-3032

Perm Buffer III BD Biosciences Cat# 558050

Pertussis toxin (PTX) List Labs Cat# 180

PBS LONZA Cat# 17-516F

RBC lysis buffer (10x) ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 00-4300-54

Recombinant murine IL-2 Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 130-120-662

Rotenone Sigma-Aldrich Cat# R8875

RPMI medium Gibco by Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 11875085

Sodium chloride VWR Cat# 27810.364

Sodium pyruvate Gibco by Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 11360070

Sucrose Sigma Cat# S0389

TaqMan fast universal PCR master mix 2x Applied Biosystems by

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# 4367846

Triton X-100 Sigma Cat# T9284

Trypan blue 0.5% PromoCell Cat# PK-CA902-1209

X-VIVO 15 media Lonza Cat# BE02-060F

Critical commercial assays

ATPlite Luminescence Assay System PerkinElmer Cat# 6016941

Complex II Enzyme Activity Microplate Assay Kit Abcam Cat# ab109908

CD4+CD25+ Regulatory T cell Isolation Kit Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 130-091-041

CD25 microbeads II, Human lyophilized Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 130-097-044

Chromium Single Cell 30 Library & Gel Bead Kit v2, 16 rxns 10x Genomics Cat# PN-120237

Chromium Single Cell A Chip Kit, 16 rxns 10x Genomics Cat# PN-1000009

Chromium i7 Multiplex Kit, 96 rxns 10x Genomics Cat# PN-120262

EasySep CD4+ T cell isolation kit human Stemcell Technologies Cat# 17952

EasySep� Human CD14 Positive Selection Kit II Stemcell Technologies Cat# 17858

Human Treg suppression Inspector beads Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 130-092-909

LIVE/DEAD� Fixable Red Dead Cell Stain Kit, for 488nm

excitation

Invitrogen by Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# L34972

MitoSOX� Red Mitochondrial Superoxide Indicator, for

live-cell imaging

ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# M36008

MitoTox Complex II + III OXPHOS Activity Assay Kit Abcam Cat# ab109905

qScript cDNA Super-Mix Quanta Biosciences Cat# 95048

RNeasy Plus Micro Kit Qiagen Cat# 74034

RosetteSep� Human CD4+ T cell Enrichment Cocktail Stemcell Technologies Cat# 15062
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Seahorse Xfe96 FluxPak Agilent Cat# 102416-100

TMRE-Mitochondrial Membrane Potential Assay Kit Abcam Cat# ab113852

Treg expansion kit, mouse Miltenyi Biotec Cat# 130-095-925

Deposited data

RNA sequencing data This study GEO: GSE220530

Data S1 This study N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice, 8- to 10-

week-old, male

Charles-River Strain code: 614

C57BL/6J mice, 9- to 15-week-old, female In-house N/A

Oligonucleotides

RISP gRNA

CAAGAGAAAGCAGCGAGGCT

Synthego N/A

Software and algorithms

BD FACSDiva BD Biosciences N/A

BioRender BioRender N/A

Cell Ranger 10x Genomics N/A

FlowJo 10.5.3 Tree Star by BD Biosciences N/A

GSEA 4.0.3 Broad Institute N/A

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis Software Qiagen N/A

Prism Version 8 GraphPad N/A

QuPath 0.2.0 University of Edinburgh. N/A

R 3.5.1 GNU General Public License N/A

RStudio GNU General Public License N/A

Wave 2.6.0.31 Agilent Technologies N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Markus Kleinewietfeld

(markus.kleinewietfeld@uhasselt.vib.be).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Source data for graphs and original western blot images can be found in Data S1. RNA-seq data have been deposited in NCBI’s

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GEO:GSE220530) and are publicly available as of the date of publication. The

accession number is provided in the key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animal studies were conducted in accordance with the local animal welfare regulations and approved by the respective authorities at

the University of Hasselt and University of Regensburg. Mice were kept at the animal facilities in temperature-controlled rooms

(21–23�C) with 12 h light/dark light cycle, with standard food and water provided ad libitum. NSG mice were obtained from Charles

River, C57BL/6 mice were bred in house. Human peripheral blood samples were obtained from healthy individuals and written

informed consent was obtained from all individuals prior to sample collection. Human studies were approved and conducted in

compliance with the institutional review board protocols from Hasselt University (Comité voor Medische Ethiek UHasselt, CME).
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METHODS DETAILS

Cell isolation and cell sorting
Human Tregs were isolated as described before37,41,73 from the peripheral blood of healthy subjects or isolated from buffy coats of

healthy donors purchased from the Belgian Red Cross in compliance with institutional review board protocols (CME2019/042 and

CME2016/629). In brief, CD4+ T cells were isolated by incubating whole bloodwith RosetteSepHumanCD4+ T cell Enrichment Cock-

tail (15,062, Stemcell) followed by Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE17-1440-02, Sigma) gradient centrifugation or by using EasySep Human

CD4+ T cell Isolation Kit (17,952, StemCell). CD25-enriched and -depleted CD4+ cells were isolated with CD25 microbeads II

(130-097-044, Miltenyi Biotec). Regulatory T cells (Tregs) were FACS sorted with a FACS Aria II (BD Biosciences) using CD4

APC-Cy7 (clone RPA-T4), CD25 PeCy7 (clone M-A251) and CD127 PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone A019D5). T effector (Teff) cells were isolated

by untouched CD4+ T cell isolation (17,952, Stemcell) or were FACS sorted for CD25�CD127+ cells. Tregs were isolated according to

the following parameters: CD4+CD25hiCD127low to a FOXP3 purity >96%.

Cell culture, Treg suppression assay and pre-incubation
Human T cells or PBMCwere cultured if not otherwise stated in 96-well round-bottom plates (Costar) at 5x104 cells per well in serum-

free XVIVO15 (BE02-060F, LONZA) or XVIVO15 medium supplemented with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (S1400, BioWest). Where

indicated, T effector cells (Teff) were labeledwith CellTrace CFSE (C34554, ThermoFisher Scientific) at 1mMand culturedwith fresh or

pre-treated Tregs (as indicated in Figure legends) in 96-well round-bottom plates in XVIVO15 medium (LONZA) supplemented with

5% FBS. In some cases, Tregs were stained with cell trace violet (C34557, ThermoFisher Scientific) at a final concentration of 2.5mM.

Cells were stimulated with Treg Inspector beads (aCD2/aCD3/aCD28-coated beads) at 1 bead/cell ratio (130-092-909, Miltenyi Bio-

tec) for 4 to 5 days before analyzed by flow cytometry. When stated, medium was supplemented with additional +40mMNaCl. Tregs

(5x104 cell/well) were stimulated in XVIVO15 medium supplemented with 5% FBS for a period of 6-, 12-, 24-, 72 h or 4 days in the

presence of 1 mg/mL of plate-bound aCD3 (clone UCHT1), 1 or 5 mg/mL of soluble aCD28 (clone 28.2) and 25U/mL of IL-2

(11,147,528,001, Sigma) in the presence or absence of +40mM NaCl. Where indicated, Tregs were also incubated in the presence

of 10mM AA (A8674, Sigma Aldrich) or 10mM of CGP-37157 (220,005, EMD Millipore). After the incubation period, Tregs were

removed from culture, washed and used on the different specified assays. DMSO (D2650, Sigma Aldrich) was included as solvent

control if necessary.

Generation of monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs)
For monocyte-derived DCs, CD14+ monocytes were magnetically bead-isolated from PBMCs (17,858, StemCell Technologies) and

cultured with 50U/ml IL-4 (11,340,045, Immunotools) and 50 ng/ml GM-CSF (300-03, Peprotech) in X-VIVO15 supplemented with

10% FBS. After 5 days of incubation, DCs were harvested and stored in liquid nitrogen for later use.

Treg suppression assay using DCs
Treg suppression assays in the presence of DCs were performed as before.37 Briefly, CD4+CD25� Tconvs (referred to as Teff) were

stained with 1mM Cell Trace CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit (C34554, ThermoFisher Scientific) and cultured with autologous Tregs in

96-well U-bottomplates in X-VIVO15 supplementedwith 5%FBS. Cells were stimulated for 4 days using allogenicmonocyte-derived

dendritic cells (moDCs) in the presence of 0.5ug/mL of soluble aCD3 (555,329, BD Bioscience).

Mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR)
MLR was performed as described before.36 Briefly, human Treg cells were pre-incubated under CTRL or HS (+40mM NaCl) condi-

tions with plate bound aCD3, soluble aCD28 and IL-2 for a period of 24 h. Autologous PBMCs (1,00 ,000 cells/well) were stained with

CFSE (C34554, ThermoFisher Scientific) and later stimulated with irradiated (3000 rad) allogeneic PBMCs (1,00 000 cells/well) in

RPMI +10% FCS for 5 days. For suppression of proliferation, pre-incubated autologous Treg cells were added at the indicated ratio.

Murine Treg suppression assay
For murine Treg cell suppression assays, spleens were harvested from 15-week-old C57BL/6J mice. CD4+CD25+ Treg and

CD4+CD25� T effector cells (Teff) were isolated using the mouse CD4+CD25+ Regulatory T cell Isolation Kit according to the

manufacturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec #130-091-041, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). CD4+CD25� Teff cells were stained

with eF450 Proliferation Dye (Thermo Fisher, Schwerte, Germany). Cells were then cultured at a 1:2, 1:4, 1:8 and 1:16 ratio with

100.000 CD4+CD25� Teffs in 96-well plates (Sarstedt, N€umbrecht, Germany) together with 50.000 Treg expansion beads

(130-092-909, Miltenyi Biotec) in RPMI1640 medium (Thermo Fisher) in the presence or absence of +40mM NaCl for 4 days.

Flow cytometry
Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (FACS) as described before14 if not specified elsewhere. Duplicates were performed for the

different experiments and analysis. Cells were first stained with LIVE/DEAD cell kit (L34972, Invitrogen) or ef780 viabilty dye (Thermo

Fisher) to exclude dead cells. For surface staining, cells were labeled with respective antibodies for 15 min in MACS buffer (0.5%

BSA, 2mM EDTA) at 4�C. For intracellular stainings, cells were first fixed and made permeable using eBioscience Foxp3/

Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (00-5523-00, Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions and later labeled with
Cell Metabolism 35, 299–315.e1–e8, February 7, 2023 e4
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respective intracellular antibodies in Perm buffer for 30min at 4�C, washed and assayed inMACS buffer. For cytokine detection, cells

were stimulated with 50 ng/mL phorbol12-myristate13-acetate (PMA) (P1585, Sigma) and 250 ng/ml Ionomycin (I0634, Sigma) in the

presence of GolgiPlug (555029, BD) for 5 h. Data was acquired on a BD LSR Fortessa II, BD FACS Calibur or BD FACS Canto II and

analyzed with FlowJo software (TreeStar).

CRISPR-Cas in human Tregs
CRISPR-Cas technology was applied as done before.41 Briefly, Tregs were purified by FACS-sorting and expanded for a period of

6 days on 24 well-plates in the presence of 10 mg/mL of plate-bound aCD3, 1 mg/mL of soluble aCD28 and 300U/mL of IL-2 in

XVIVO15 medium supplemented with 5% FBS. On day 6, cells were resuspended in XVIVO15 medium supplemented with 5%

FBS and 100U/mL of IL-2 and further incubated in 6 well-plates for a period of 24 h. For transfection, cells and RNP mixture was

pipetted to a well of a 16-well strip nucleovette (Amaxa P3 Primary cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit S V4XP-3032, LONZA) and placed

on a 4D-Nucleofector (LONZA) using EO115 program. Afterward, cells were plated in 24-well plates with XVIVO15 medium supple-

mented with 5% FBS and 100U/mL IL-2. Western blotting was done as described before14 by using UQCRFS1 (PA5-21420,

ThermoFisher Scientific) and b-Actin (3700, Cell signaling) specific antibodies and DNA was isolated as described above for KO

determination using Sanger sequencing. Viable KO and control cells were divided into different functional assays. Cells were diluted

in RLT buffer for RNA isolation and qRT-PCR analysis, performed as described above. For measuring of suppressive capacity,

control (Mock CTRL) and RISP KO Tregs were co-cultured with CFSE-labelled allogeneic total PBMCs on a 1 to 3 ratio in the pres-

ence of Treg Inspector beads (aCD2/aCD3/aCD28-coated beads) (130-092-909, Miltenyi Biotec) at 1 bead/cell ratio for 4 days. After

incubation, cells were stained and PBMC proliferation was assessed by flow cytometry using an LSR Fortessa II (BD).

Seahorse assays
The metabolic profile was evaluated in 24- and 72 h cultured Tregs stimulated with aCD3, aCD28 and IL-2, in the presence or

absence of +40mM NaCl. Real-time measurements of OCR were made using an XF-96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer (Agilent). After in-

cubation times, cells were collected, counted and plated in Cell-tak (354240, Corning) coated XF-96 plates (102416-100, Agilent) at

the concentration of 2 x 105 cells/well. Cells were let to incubate for 60min at 37�C, without CO2. Amitochondrial stress test designed

to repeat 4 cycles (of 3 min mixing followed by 3 min measuring) per phase was used to measure OCR under basal conditions and in

response to 5mM oligomycin (75351, Sigma Aldrich), 1.5mM of carbonylcyanide-4- (trifluoromethoxy) -phenylhydrazone (FCCP)

(C2920, Sigma Aldrich) and 1mM of AA (A8674, Sigma Aldrich) and Rotenone (R8875, Sigma Aldrich).

Phosphorylation analysis
For phosphorylation analysis, Tregswere stimulated as described above for a period of 4 h in control mediumormedia supplemented

with +40mM NaCl, 10mM AA, 5mM or 200mM of Etomoxir. Controls were incubated in the presence of 100U/mL IL-2 for 30 min of

stimulation. Cells were fixed with BD Cytofix Fixation Buffer (554655, BD Biosciences) for 10 min at 37�C and permeabilized with

Perm Buffer III (BD Biosciences, 58050) for 30 min on ice. Cells were stained with anti-pSTAT5 antibody (560311, BD Biosciences)

for 30 min at 4�C and were acquired on a BD LSR Fortessa II.

Determination of intracellular ATP
For ATP rate assays, Tregs were cultured as mentioned before for a period of 6 h in the presence or absence of +40mM NaCl. Oli-

gomycin A (5mM)was used as a positive control for ATP decrease. ATPlite Luminescence Assay System (6016941, Perkin Elmer) was

used for ATP measurements according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, after incubation time, cells were lysed using a cell

lysis solution for 5 min in constant shaking followed by the addition of a substrate solution. Cells were further incubated for 15 min in

dark-adapted conditions and luminescence was measured on a FLUOstar OPTIMA reader (BMG Labtech).

Mitochondrial membrane potential measurements
For mitochondrial membrane potential, TMRE-Mitochondrial membrane potential assay kit (ab113852, Abcam) was used according

to themanufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, Tregs were cultured and activated as described above for a period of 6 h in the presence or

absence of +40mMNaCl and AA (10mM). FCCP (10mM) was used as a positive control and added to the cells 10min before the end of

incubation period. After incubation, TMRE was added to the cells and incubated for 20 min at 37�C. After, cells were washed and

acquired by flow cytometry on a BD Calibur (BD Bioscience).

MitoTracker analysis
To determinemitochondrial content, MitoTracker Green (M7514, ThermoFisher Scientific) was used at a final concentration of 100nM

directly into cell culture medium and let to incubate for 60 min at 37�C. After, cells were washed in ice-cold PBS (17-516F, LONZA)

and further acquired by flow cytometry using a BD LSR Fortessa II.

Electron transport chain complex assays
The activity of mitochondrial ETC complexes was detected by using different kits. To measure Complex II activity, a Complex II

Enzyme activity microplate assay kit (ab109908, Abcam) was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, Tregs

were isolated by FACS sorting. Protein extraction was carried using a detergent solution and final concentration was adjusted to
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recommended dilution for plate loading. Samples were loaded to a 96-well microplate coated with anti-Complex II monoclonal anti-

body and let to incubate for 2 h at RT. After, plate was washed, and an activity solution control buffer or buffer containing +4mMNaCl

was added to the corresponded wells. Optical density was measured at OD600nm in an iMark Microplate Reader (BIORAD) under

kinetic mode for 60 min allowing interval measures of 20 s. Complex II/III activity was assessed using the MitoTox Complex II + III

OXPHOS Activity Assay Kit (ab109905, Abcam) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Activity solution was mixed with

increasing concentrations of NaCl (serial dilutions from +64mM to +0.0625mM NaCl) or with AA as positive control (serial dilutions

from 352nM to 0.3438nM). Bovine heart mitochondria were added and absorbance at 550nm was measured in kinetic mode on a

Spectramax 190 plate reader. Complex II/III activity was calculated relative to the solvent control (water). In some experiments

10mM of CGP-37157 (220005, EMD Millipore) was added.

Mitochondrial ROS measurements
ROS production was assessed on the mitochondria of Tregs using MitoSOX Red Mitochondrial Superoxide Indicator kit (M36008,

ThermoFisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, after Tregs incubation for 6 h in the presence or

absence of +40mM NaCl, cells were washed of medium and MitoSOX reagent working solution was added and incubated for

10 min at 37�C. After, cells were washed and fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry on a BD LSR Fortessa II.

Metabolite extraction and quantification
For metabolite analysis, Tregs were cultured as described above for a period of 12 h in the presence or absence of +40mM NaCl.

Metabolites were extracted on both cells and medium fractions and identified using LC-MS. For metabolite extraction on cells, me-

dium was removed and cells washed with ice-cold 0.9% NaCl solution. After, a cellular extraction buffer (80%methanol, containing

2mMd27myristic acid) was added to the cells and let to incubate for 2-3 min on ice. Cells were later centrifuged and supernatant was

used for further metabolite identification. Protein pellets were kept in order to determine protein concentration by BCA assay. For

medium extraction, 990mL of medium extraction buffer was added to 10mL of medium and stored overnight at �80�C. After incuba-
tion, medium samples were centrifuged and supernatants were used for metabolites analysis. Following extraction, the complex

mixture of metabolites was separated prior to MS measurement using a Dionex UltiMate 3000 LC System (ThermoFisher Scientific)

coupled to a Q Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) operating in negative ion mode. Practically, 10mL of

the sample was injected on a C18 column (Aquility UPLCHSS T3 1.8mm 2.1 3 100mm). A gradient using solvent A (H2O, 10mM

Tributyl-Amine, 15mM acetic acid) and solvent B (100% Methanol) was applied as follows: 0 min, 0%B; 2 min, 0%B; 7 min, 37%

B; 14 min, 41%B; 26 min, 100%B; 30 min, 100%B; 31 min, 0%B; 40 min, 0%B. The flowrate was kept constant at 0.250 mL/min

and the column was kept at 40�C throughout the analysis. The MS operated in full scan mode (range 70-1050 Th in negative normal-

ized mode) using a spray voltage of 3.2kV, a capillary temperature of 320�C, sheath gas at 50.0, auxiliary gas at 10.0. The AGC target

was set at 3e6 using a resolution of 140.000, with amaximum IT of 512ms. Data collection was performed using the Xcalibur software,

version 4.2.47 (ThermoFisher Scientific).

Intracellular Na+ quantification
Mouse (C57BL/6) CD4+ T cells were enriched using CD4+ T cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi 130-104-454) and incubated for 30 min with HS

(+10mM or +40mM NaCl) and washed with iso-osmolal sucrose solution. The pellet was lysed with 0.1% Triton and total Na+ was

quantified using an iCE 3000 Series atomic absorption spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) as described before.48 Animal care and

use followed the regulations of the German AnimalWelfare Act. The procedures followedwere approved by the Umweltamt der Stadt

Regensburg and performed in accordance with institutional guidelines.

Transmission electron microscopy
Tregs were cultured as described above in the presence or absence of +40mM NaCl for a period of 6 h. After incubation, cells were

fixed with specific fixative (8% formaldehyde (FA) (EM-grade), 5% glutaraldehyde (GA) (EM-grade), 0.1M Cacodylate buffer on an

equal volume as cells. Cells were fixed for 30 min RT in constant rotation. After incubation, fixative was removed and cells were

washed 3 times for 30 min at 4�C in 0.1M Cacodylate buffer in constant rotation. Once washes were complete, equal volume of

1% Osmium tetroxide (OsO4) was added to the cells and samples were shaken for 1 h at 4�C. Afterward, samples were washed

by constant shaking for 20 min in ddH2O. This step was repeated 4 times. After last washing step, samples were left for 1 h in

1% Uranyl Acetate (UrAc) under cold and dark conditions for bulk staining. After staining incubation, samples were once again

washed by constant shaking in ddH2O for 20 min. Washing step was done at 4�C and repeated 4 times. After, samples were dehy-

drated at 4�C in constant shaking, infiltrated at 4�C and embedding was performed using Spurr’s resin. Final step of polymerization

was done at 70�C. For the sample sectioning, ultrathin sections of gold interference color made with an ultra-microtome (Leica EM

UC6) was performed and post-stained in a Leica EMAC20 for 40min in UrAc at 20�C and for 10min in lead citrate at 20�C. Generated

sections were examined and imaged with a JEM 1400plus transmission electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at

80 kV. The 2D tEM images were manually annotated for mitochondria. Cells that were partially visible in the images were omitted

from the study. Individual mitochondria were identified with connected component analysis. Morphological features (area, eccentric-

ity, major/minor axis length, and perimeter) were extracted from each mitochondrion. The dimensionality of this feature set was then

reducedwith U-MAP (https://doi.org/10.21105/joss.00861), which allowed for 2D visualization. The distributions of each featurewere

compared with kernel density estimation and visualization in violin plots.
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RNA isolation and quantitative polymerase chain reaction with reverse transcription (qRT–PCR)
Cells were lysed in RLT buffer (Qiagen) and stored at �80�C until RNA was extracted. For RNA isolation, the Rneasy plus Micro Kit

(74,034, Qiagen) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions and further converted to cDNA using qScriptTM cDNA

Super-Mix kit (95,048, QuantaBio) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Real-Time PCR was performed on a Step ONE Plus

RT-PCR machine (Applied Biosciences) using the TaqMan Fast Universal PCR Master Mix (4,367,846, ThermoFisher Scientific).

Primers were purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific (IL10- Hs00961622_m1; CTLA4- Hs01011591_m1; IFNG- Hs00989291_m1;

FOXP3- Hs01085834_m1) with the exception of b2M (4326319E-1402015, Applied Biosystems). Fold-changes in expression were

calculated using the DDCT method using human b2M as endogenous control for mRNA expression as described before.14 All fold-

changes in the graphs are expressed normalized to the control group.

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
For RNA-seq analysis, RNA was isolated as described above. Sequencing libraries were prepared with the NEB Next Ultra DNA Li-

brary Prep Kit for Illumina (version 6.0–2/18), according to the manufacturer’s protocol including a size selection to 250bp insert size.

Sequence-libraries of each sample were equimolarly pooled and sequenced on 4 NextSeq500 v2 flow-cell at 13 75 bp (76–8–8–0).

Quality of raw sequence reads was checked using FastQC version 0.11.8, and nucleotide calls with a quality score of 28 or higher

were considered high quality. Due to low read quality, one sample from the 6 h control group was removed from analysis. Adapters

were removed using cutadapt v.2.4. Reads were aligned to the hg19 genome reference, using STAR (2.5.0e) and a maximum of five

mismatches were allowed. Gene counts were retrieved using htseq-count using the ‘‘union’’ option. After removing absent features

(zero counts in all samples), the raw counts were imported to R/Bioconductor package DESeq2 v.3.9 to identify differentially ex-

pressed genes among samples. The default DESeq2 optionswere used, including log fold change shrinkage. Differentially expressed

genes were considered only when the Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p value (FDR) was <0.05. Heatmaps and bar plots were created

using the gplots:heatmap.2() and barplot() function respectively on transformed raw counts.

Reanalysis of published transcriptomic datasets
EGA:EGAS0000100447030 were downloaded from the EGA. The quality of raw sequence reads was checked using FastQC version

0.11.8, and the data was analyzed as described above.

Droplet-based single cell (sc)RNA-seq preparation
For single cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq), Tregs were incubated for a period of 6 h in the presence and absence of +40mM NaCl. After

incubation, cells were collected and converted to barcoded scRNA-seq libraries by using the Chromium Single Cell 30 Library, Gel

Bead & Multiplex Kit and Chip Kit (10x Genomics), aiming for an estimated 5,000 cells per library and following the manufacturer’s

instructions. Samples were processed using a kit associated with V2 barcoding chemistry of 10x Genomics. Single samples were

processed in a single well of a PCR plate, allowing all cells from a sample to be treated with the same master mix and in the

same reaction vessel.

Single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) profile
RNA-seq profiling of single Treg cells was performed with an average sequencing saturation metric of >80%, as calculated by Cell

Ranger. Aggregation of sample conditions was done using the Cell Ranger Aggr software from 10x Genomics. Digital gene expres-

sion matrices were pre-processed and filtered using the SCRAN and ScaterR packages. Outlier cells were first identified based on

three metrics (library size, number of expressed genes and mitochondrial proportion); cells were tagged as outliers when they were

four median absolute deviations distant from the median value of each metric across all cells. Secondly, a principal component

analysis plot was generated based on the following metrics: ‘pct_counts_in_top_100_features’, ‘total_features_by_ counts’, ‘pct_

counts_feature_control’, ‘total_features_by_counts_feature_control’, ‘log10_total_counts_endogenous’ and ‘log10_total_counts_

feature_control’. Outlier cells in this principal component analysis plot were identified using the Rpackagemvoutlier. Low-abundance

genes were removed using the ‘calcAverage’ function and the proposed workflow. The raw counts were normalized and log2 trans-

formed by first calculating ‘size factors’ that represented the extent to which counts should be scaled in each library. Highly variable

genes were detected using the proposed workflow of the scranR package and by applying FDR%0.05 and var.out$bioR0.01 as cut-

offs. Highly variable genes were subsequently used for unsupervised dimensionality reduction techniques and principal component

analysis. Unsupervised clustering of the cells was performed using graph-based clustering based on SNN-Cliq and PhenoGraph as

implemented in the Seurat v.2.3Rpackage (default parameters). Clustering was visualized in two-dimensional scatterplots (via tSNE)

using the Seurat v.2.3Rpackage.

Modeling of metabolic pathways based on scRNA-seq data
The metabolic landscape of Tregs was modeled using the Compass method (version 0.9.5)38 by leaving the standard settings unal-

tered. The gene expression matrix of Tregs single cell data was used as input. The Compass output data was concatenated and

transformed as described.38 To determine which reactions and metabolites were significantly different between groups (CTRL

and +40mM NaCl), a Wilcoxon rank sum tests on Compass scores was performed.
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Pathway analysis
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; Ingenuity Systems/Qiagen) was used to map lists of significant genes (FDR <0.05) to gene ontology

groups and biological pathways. The functional and canonical pathway analysiswas used to identify the significant biological functions

andpathways. Functionsandpathwayswithp values less than 0.05 (Fischer’s exact test)were considered tobe statistically significant.

Gene set enrichment analysis
TheGSEAwas done using GSEA software (1,2), which uses predefined gene sets from theMolecular Signatures Database (MsigDB).

For the present study, we used all the H: hallmark gene sets for GSEA analysis and list of ranked genes based on a score calculated as

log10 of p value multiplied by sign of fold-change. The minimum and maximum criteria for selection of gene sets from the collection

were 10 and 500 genes, respectively.74

Salt-intake in healthy individuals
Daily salt-intake in healthy individuals was assessed as described before.42 HS and NS intake was defined by a cutoff of >7g/day

or <7g/day, respectively. The cohort was comprised of 8 male and 10 female participants with an age range of 35.8 ± 10.4years.

PBMCs of participants were isolated from peripheral blood and analyzed by FACS as described above.

Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE)
CD4+CD25+ Treg cells were isolated using the mouse CD4+CD25+ Regulatory T cell Isolation Kit according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions (Miltenyi Biotec #130-091-041, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) from C57BL/6J mice. Cells were plated for 24hrs in 48-well

plates (Sarstedt, N€umbrecht, Germany) at 750 thousand cells per well in RPMI 1640with 10%FCS (both Thermo Fisher) and 2.000 IU/

mL recombinantmurine IL-2 (Miltenyi Biotec) in the presence or absence of 40mMNaCl or in the presence of 40mMNaCl plus 10mMof

CGP-37157 (220,005, EMD Millipore). Subsequently, cells were harvested, washed with PBS and adjusted to one million cells/ml in

PBS. Cells were injected intravenously (i.v) (500 thousand cells/mouse) at day 6 of EAE. Active EAE was induced by immunizing

12-week-old female, in house bred C57BL/6J mice with 200 mg MOG (35-55, Charité, Berlin, Germany) in 200 mg Complete Freunds

Adjuvant (BD) subcutaneously at the flanks and tail base. 200 ng of Pertussis toxin (List, Campbell, CA) were applied intraperitoneally

(i.p) on days 0 and 2post immunization. Animalswereweighted and scored on a daily basis. Scoreswere as follows: 1- limp tail, 2- gait

ataxia, 3- paraparesis, 4- tetraparesis, 5- moribund or death. All animal experiments were performed in accordance with the local an-

imal welfare regulations and approved by the respective authorities (AZ: 55.2.2-2532-2.1293-29).

Xenogeneic graft versus host disease (xGvHD)
Six-to ten-week-old male NSGmice were purchased fromCharles River and housed randomly on different IVC cages at the in-house

animal care facility. Mice received autoclaved chow and tap water ad libitum for 9 days before induction. For xGvHD induction, each

animal received 1.3x107 CD25-depleted PBMCs alone (PBMC group) or together with 0.2x107 CD25-enriched Tregs pre-activated

with aCD3 (1 mg/mL), aCD28 (1 mg/mL) and IL-2 (25U/mL) for 6 h in control media or media supplemented with +40mM NaCl (HS

group) or in media containing 10mM of antimycin A (AA group) or in media supplemented with +40mM NaCl containing 10mM of

CGP-37157 (CGP group). After thorough washing, cells were resuspended in PBS and injected through the tail vein. The weight

and clinical symptoms of the mice were monitored during the entire course of the experiment. Clinical symptoms were scored ac-

cording to general appearance and mobility as described before.15 At sacrifice, organs were collected, processed and cells were

used for FACS. Engraftment of human cells was monitored by FACS analysis of peripheral blood.

Study approval
Human studies were conducted in compliance with the institutional review board protocols from Hasselt University (CME2019/042,

CME2016/629 and UH-SALTMS-P1). If not mentioned elsewhere, animal studies were approved by the ethics committee of animal

studies at the University of Hasselt (ID 201739).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism Version 8. All data were presented as mean ± SEM unless stated other-

wise. Value of n is always displayed in the Figure as individual data point, referring to an independent biological replicate, more in-

formation about absolute n numbers can be found in the Figure legends. All statistical test used were also indicated in the respective

Figure legends. Normality of the data was tested by Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Significance between two groups was analyzed by

t-test (when normal distributed) or Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test (for non-normal distributed). For more than two groups

with one variable only, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test (for normal distributed data) was used. Matched data with more

than two groups (or time points) was analyzed by Friedman test and FDR-correction was performed via Benjamini-Hochberg proced-

ure or Holm Sidak’s multiple comparison tests. For the survival analysis of the in vivo data, a curve comparison test with Mantel-Cox

and Gehan-Breslow-Wilcoxon test was applied. Exact statistical tests used are described in the respective Figure legends. Respec-

tive p values were depicted in the figures and legends.
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